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About This Game
This is the Ultimate Edition of Grave Danger. It includes 10 new levels, a UI overhaul, an expanded story, and many new
gameplay features.
WANTED: Dead AND Alive! Dante, Malice, and Elliot have all been cast as outlaws, and it's up to you to help them clear their
names. In a world that wants you both Dead AND Alive, there's no rest for the living and or unliving. Switch between these
three unique characters, mastering their movements and attacks, and guiding them further into the story.
Play Single player or Co-op to solve puzzles! Enlist your friends to control all three characters locally, utilizing them to their
maximum potential. If you can't play with a friend or want the completely single player experience, that's fine too; switch
between co-op or single player at any time.
Teamwork is essential in Grave Danger. Each character must pull their weight and traverse the world to safety. Dante the
cowboy is capable of climbing vertical walls. Malice the reaper can float horizontally across chasms and through narrow and
dangerous areas. Elliot the wizard has magical elevation and can jump again once mid-air.

Key Features
Mind-challenging puzzles!
Beautifully crafted worlds.
Local Co-op, have a friend join in at any time!
Switch between three unique and quirky characters.
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Challenge yourself with time-trial and perfect level runs.
Full Controller & Big Picture support.
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Title: Grave Danger: Ultimate Edition
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Spotted Shark Studio
Publisher:
Spotted Shark Studio
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2016
a09c17d780

English
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grave danger the ultimate edition. grave danger ultimate edition
This game made an excellent overall impression. The format, while still familiar, is a welcome break from the cookie-cutter
puzzle/HO products that populate the market. Not only are the HO scenes well crafted (they rely on clever or innocuous
placement of objects rather than the common cop-outs of fading or obscuring them), but the progression sequences, while heavy
on the collection of item sets for puzzles, also at least tend to make consistent sense, as opposed to all those games in which you
might be asked to forgo your crowbar and find the tiny key to that shatterable glass cabinet. Indeed, the general flow of the story
is far more linear and logical than the winding, obtuse, quasi-Wonderland adventures into which we are so often flung. The
puzzles are mostly in the same vein of those you'd find anywhere, but a sprinkling of fresh ones (a version of the game Connect
Four, for example) keeps them interesting. The most unique addition is the inclusion of vampiric powers - fueled, naturally, by
imbibing blood - which act as keys to otherwise inaccessible items.
The big problems here are the game's storytelling, attempts at roleplay, and sheer repetition. The interpretation of the supposed
source material (the Bram Stoker novel) is downright laughable when it isn't simply cringeworthy. Dracula himself looks like he
was scanned from the cover of a bad romance novel, and sounds - I kid you not - like Antonio Banderas; Van Helsing, an
unassuming Dutchman in the book, is rendered as an imposing English noble with a fashion sense ironically more akin to what
we traditionally associate with the titular vampire; and Igor is just a pathetic character with an even more pathetic voice who
quickly becomes the Jar Jar of the game. The game also tries its hand at roleplaying, letting you choose either to "turn" or set
loose each of the three or four minions of the villainess, promising that there will be "consequences" to your choice. In practice
these consequences are reduced to a different outcome at game's end, which for most of us comes second fiddle to the actual
puzzle/HO gameplay for which we're really signing up. The other motivation in these choices is supposed to be securing blood
to charge Drac's special powers, but since the use of these powers is always necessary to proceed, the game is forced to give you
the required number of (scarcely concealed) bottles of blood, simply plucked from the environment, which renders the only
"consequence" the need to take three seconds to find these in each scene. Finally, the game's formula does get quite old after a
time - collect tools and sets of puzzle pieces, complete puzzles, repeat until chapter is complete, repeat until game is complete but, let's be honest, that's kind of just expected.
Despite all this, the truth is that this game is actually a breath of fresh air. Longer than most, far more innovative than most, and
sometimes more creative than most, it's the first of the genre in a long time to make me feel like I was playing an entirely new
game. That means something in this market, don't you think?. Solid concept. Kinda like FTL (surprise surprise coming from a
Convoy Games ehh game) but turned into RPG, you get to do missions, command your own ship and even design it, again,
really cool concep but as of right now it still need a loooot of work and polish just bear that in mind. I'm excited to see this game
develop into something awesome!. This demo is amazing!! I recommend it to everyone! The art style is beautiful and I cant wait
to play the real game!. One of the formative games of my teen years, Toonstruck is equal parts Lucasarts adventure, Roger
Rabbit, and a junkie clown shooting up in an alley. If it sounds insane, it really is, but in all the best ways. I'm not sure which
part I love the most; the characters, the jokes, the frenetic animations, or the beautifully drawn locations. And don't forget the
star cast! That said, it's a 90s era adventure game, so puzzle solutions can swing from obvious to obscure, but at least there are
guides this time around.
Bottom line: If you liked The Curse of Monkey Island and somehow missed Toonstruck, now is a great time to fix that.. about
20 minutes long, its alright, probably get it on sale. Dark Horizons is back and now you can make your mech yours. There's four
chassis on which you can load weapons, armour and tools, from really light scout-like vehicles that are hard to hit to slow,
lumbering hulks bristling with hurt and thick armour.
The style is very different to Lore, being less twitch and more tactics, but you can tell they're both Dark Horizons games. As
such, running alone is a much bigger risk than it was in Lore, so take some friends with you.
Definitely reccomend. See you on the battlefield!
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they need to update it i cant access my menu.....
JUNK. Gotta Go Fast.. Quite short, but well designed puzzle platformer.. [The Bad]

1. Extremely long load time when starting the game.
2. Free Flight map looks large but blocked by invisible walls which forces your plane down if you don't turn back.
3. All enemies planes cheat; they have phantom turrets that can shoot back.
4. Keyboard and mouse control can't be changed.
5. Awkward default controls; [Home] accelerate [End] decelerate. Why can't we just have W & S?
6. Keyboard and mouse control don't work properly; you can't assign order to wingmen using the suggested keys.
Therefore wingmen idle beside you.
7. Enemy AI too good, friendly AI too dumb.
8. Arbitrary mission timers that make no sense and serve no purpose other than to frustrate and make you fail.
The Good
1. Impressive visuals.
2. Nice music
3. Good voice acting
4. Three separate volume controls for music, voice and sound effects.
5. Well optimised and smooth gameplay
Why the heck won't the keys work for wingmen orders? If there is no timer, at least we can pick-off the
enemies one by one.
4\/10 All the niceties mean nothing if there's a game breaking bug that prevents further progress. And
the damn mission timers, poor design decision. No option to redefine keys, wut? Fail, an exercise in
frustrations. Not worth time or money spent.
Update 1
I found out why the suggested keys don't work; the in-game tutorial give wrong information!!! Made me
waste a ton of time and made me mad for nothing!!! It's not Rt-Ctrl + 8 or 2 it's Rt-Ctrl + Up or Down
arrow keys!!! Blatant carelessness like these make people hate your game for nothing and not addressing
the problem or finding out why people leave negative reviews makes it worse. Really, if only you had
looked into it and at least inform your customers your mistakes quickly, you could've avoided
unnecessary negative reviews.
Alright, 6\/10, no game-breaking bug but barely ok. Still hate the timers though. I'm changing it to
recommended but only for fans of 3D combat flight games. No difficulty adjustment coupled with the
punitive timers make it only suitable for hardcore gamers not casuals.
Here is the mission that i thought had a game breaking bug because of the wrong info on the tutorial
hints:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/AyE_jR1Q24E. I've never been driven to write any kind of review before, but the 13 euro
price tag on this game is completely insane and has forced me into action. An incredibly basic piece of work, i
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was bored in minutes. I racked up 12 hours playing time because i fell asleep while at my laptop. I tried the game
a second time but still it held no interest for me. I couldn't possibly, in good conscience, recommend this game to
anyone and i'm gonna wait for more reviews to appear for it and see what other people think, but i'm pretty
certain it won't go down well with most people. I'd maybe pay 2 or 3 euros for it, any more than that and it's a rip
off.
Don't buy it.. Gnomes Garden New home is a time\/resource management game simliar to the 12 Labours of
Hercules. It's a fun game, has nice graphics, okay music\/sounds and controls well. You start with one gnome and
can upgrade up to 3. You build various buildings and unlock other characters, a fireman and a sorcerous that can
be upgraded up to 3 also. There's an annoying little green guy who the fireman chases off, but if he catches you it
causes confusion. If you like the genre, pick it up.
Patch v0.91b58 is now live!:

Menus fixed for full controller navigability. There may still be a few quirks, but a full mission
can be launched / joined and played to completion. Guaranteed working with XBox 360 and PS4
Controllers. Please report any issues or success cases with other controllers!

Mission modifiers now work correctly. All four have been enabled and tested in a multiplayer
environment. So if you're feeling confident, go ahead and do extra large missions with tougher
enemies!

Patrolling enemies now correctly call reinforcements once the indicator fills up. Also, if you're
already fighting reinforcements, they will directly join the fray instead of calling more
reinforcements. That was unfair!

Combat music has been enhanced so that it does not stop between waves of enemies belonging to
the same event; additionally, a new "fade-out" for transitioning to the default mission music is in
place.

Doors make have a sound effect when they're opened! Not quite like Star Trek, but it's a welcome
indicator!

Your favorite skateboarding robot space ninjas are no longer as stealthy: when sprinting, you can
hear their footsteps! (This is a work-in-progress, and our next "step" would be to add sound
effects to regular walking as well).

Patrolling enemies should no longer give you a cold shoulder while their alarm meter fills up.
They would sometimes continue with their life and all of a sudden remember to call down
reinforcements. We're happy to announce that they are now doing what they're paid to do!
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The Hull integrity (Health) bar and Shield pips have been swapped around. It makes more sense
to have the red bar closer to your Sentinel.

Some more tweaking to enemies! Trying to strike a balance that's neither too challenging nor too
boring. Hopefully this does it. Keep in mind that enemies should scale in number while playing
multiplayer.

Plenty of minor tweaks and adjustments!
We know there's still some issues we haven't addressed, and we thank you for your patience while we do
our best to tackle them in an orderly fashion. You are an amazing and supportive community, and we
want you to know that!
Please continue to report any issues you may find, and provide us with your invaluable feedback
whenever you can!. Up to 80% off in the Golden Week Sales!:
In celebration for the new Era "Reiwa" in Japan, we are taking part in the Golden Week Sale on Steam!

We have up to 80% off the Playism Catalog, so dive in now while sales last!
Check out the full list on our Publisher Page.
Check out all the exciting games on sale now!

--Playism. New Release on the Steam Store!:
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Hey everyone!
The launch of our game "Ashley Clark: The Secrets of the Ancient Temple" will take place at Steam Store
on August 31
We have added Steam Cloud and Steam Achievements Support.
Get ready for adventures!. Patch 2.3 Live:
2.3 changelist
- Fixed bug where XP gained after prestiging would not show until level 4.
- Avatars are now shown in win screen but can be filtered off to never show that specific persons if
offensive (In addition to complete censoring in game settings)
- Win screen length has been extended to a minute to give more of a break and discussion about the
match
- ADDED completely new weapon shooting sound effects and should be a bit more distinct as to what
weapon is being used
- ADDED new sounds for melee impacts
- You will now be able to highlight a medal to show off in win screen and player profile by clicking on it
in stats
- Clicking on a player's name will now show a profile with their own stats and highlighted medal

- The right cabin starboard cannon of the hoy has been realigned to be properly parrallel like the rest of
the cannons
- Captains being less vulnerable to cannonfire now applies to ship wheel use only
- Kickstarter badge button visibility has been fixed for backers
- Leave button has been moved to the bottom of the esc menu

Patch 2.3 has now finished it's update cycle and we're excited to move to the next series of updates
through to 2.4! This will include changes such as reload checkpoints, reload sounds, and many other
polishes/QoL/bug improvements. We've been slacking on bug fixes lately (unless they were
gamebreaking) to focus more on much needed changes to the game, so it's time for us to do a bit of
cleanup.
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We will also soon begin to raise the skillcap of ship play by adding more things to do on deck. For
example, fires will soon no longer be RNG and instead a ship may produce a heated shot with a furnace
every few minutes. New ships are also in the works for quite a big update down the road :)

Haven't played Blackwake in a while? BaronVonLetsPlay has a recent gameplay video and talks about
many of the changes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IxHbF7U1xV8&t
We'll keep you posted!
- Dakota and Tyler. Dev Blog #133 - Pursuing Happiness:

What is happiness? Tough question indeed, but the inhabitants of Crest have now started to look for an
answer. Animals try to find it by relaxing in the sun, Followers have a new commandment to strive for
fulfillment, and to set the mood a new particle effect has been implemented for the festivals.
Find out more in our latest Dev Blog[eatcreatesleep.net].. 1.3.5 is Live!:
Hello Terrarians!
The dev team has been hard at work! We are excited to introduce new and improved language
support/translations, 4K support, UI scale and zoom options, new furniture, a couple of armor sets, and
more! This update represents one part of the team's vision for what we have called 1.3.5 to this point, and
is focused on polishing and fixing up some issues that have needed addressing as well as bringing some
long-requested features to the game. Admittedly, it is a bit light on "more content", however, we wanted
to go ahead and get these ready-to-go features out to players now rather than making everyone wait until
all of the other stuff is completed.
The other part of this update will be focused on a list of things that the team feels needs a fresh look
(rebalancing/tweaking/polishing) as well as some areas that we feel were overlooked or forgotten when we
were working on the past several updates. This will provide a solid foundation from which we can
execute our other secret Terraria update plans - and we are pretty sure you will find those exciting!
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For now, enjoy these handful of goodies (especially our non-English speaking fans), look forward to a
second round to come... and towards even bigger things down the road.
Changelog:
Features:

Added professional localization for the following languages:
German
Italian
French
Spanish
Russian (new)
Simplified Chinese (new)
Brazilian Portuguese (new)
Polish (new)

Greatly improved rendering and overall gameplay on resolutions larger than 1080p
Added Zoom and UI scale sliders in the in-game settings menu
Added most of the main menu's settings to the in-game settings menu
Dungeons in newly generated worlds now contain new furniture
Added a crystal furniture set, and expanded other furniture sets
Added Arkhalis's and Leinfors' developer armor sets
NPCs who are manually assigned to a room will attempt to return to it when they respawn after
being slain
Improved stability on Mac OS X and Linux
Improved visuals on many different things
Improved Retro lighting consistency
Fixes:
Fixed settings button overlaying the armor icon
Fixed inconsistent naming for Sand Poacher and Granite Golem banners
Fixed banner buff list extending beyond screen limits
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Fixed hand drawing over backhand glove and shield accessories for female characters
Fixed Sparky painting and several other rare paintings not naturally spawning properly
Fixed a certain multiplayer crash
Fixed sign mouseover text staying on cursor permanently when in Options and Camera menus
Fixed a world generation crash on Linux
Fixed a number of minor grammar issues in NPC dialog
Fixed a certain exploit
Fixed trapped Granite and Meteorite Chests dropping the wrong item upon breaking
Fixed Vortex Monolith not selling for as much as it should
Fixed crash when linking items with invalid prefix ids in chat
Fixed Pumpkin Shirt and Robot Shirt causing leg skin to disappear when equipped
Fixed Defender's Forge closing instantly if opened from below
Fixed Terraria thinking it has focus when it did not have focus
Fixed Grand Design and Multicolor Wrench emitting light on use
Fixed auto-creating a world from the server causing it to always use the same seed
Fixed Platinum Candelabra not sitting properly on other objects
Fixed Goblin Tinkerer being slightly smaller than intended
Fixed petrification death messages being broken for a long while now
Fixed Wall Creeper dropping gore when blood and gore are off
Fixed Xeno Staff's selling price, now consistent with the rest of Martian loot
Fixed crash when mousing over chests and dressers in the map view
Fixed settings button colliding with 6th accessory dye slot
Fixed Corrupt Thorns almost never generating
Fixed multiple issues with platform/block interaction
Fixed pillars of dirt appearing above the Underground Desert sometimes
Potentially fixed an issue where Marathon Medalist would cause FPS drops.
Platforms from 1.2.4.1 and above now emit particles when destroyed
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Virtual Keyboard should no longer appear unless a Gamepad is being used
Using Quick Heal to consume restoration potions now properly inflicts mana sickness
. 3.08: Defender's Forge now has highlight outlines
Hey guys, quick patch today:

3.08 April 5 2018
- 10 pirate outfits added
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- 7 pirate hats added
- Attempted fix for unkillable (but also unable to harm players) bug that resulted as a fix for the rare
respawn loop bug
- Grapeshot now only has 30% chance to kill players, the rest bleed
- Grapeshot cone spread increased 30%
- Grapeshot range increased 40%
- Fixed badly located hole on cruiser. Alpha v.32 - Now with less confusion!:
We are continuing a sprint to get all the "quality of life" issues out of the way as we head towards our
Early Access release. That means, much clearer instructions on what to do and where to go. Motwort is a
Gnome of action after all!
Tmrw, we'll get back to adding more new content including a very special new boss we've been cooking
up! :D

Gathering bitumen has 3 quest triggers (collect, craft, fuel furnace)
Doubled Mana Charge deposits, halved per-block amount
Reduced Adamant/Flamestone amount per-block 30%
Tutorial slides reworked, with images
Tutorial accessible from Pause menu
Look invert Y added to settings menu
First Spirit Trees replaced with easier variants
Updated and remixed music in lots of levels
Updated "How to Play" section to reflect design updates
Globe side quests no longer random
Player forced to play first 2 islands in each biome
Player option to skip every 3rd island and go to end of biome
. 20180718
"Midnight"
Update: sound signifies Ghasts arriving on island
Version: 2.1.0 -> 2.1.1. An update on our recent Anti-Cheat efforts (4.23.2019):
Dear players,
Lately, with the increased efforts from our security team, the number of cheaters in-game has been
significantly reduced, and the game environment has been greatly improved and recovered to a healthy
level, let's take a look at the details:
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The current state of the game environment
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